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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 

 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the 

creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or 

represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 

changing nature of the Internet. 

 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this 

publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, 

or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights 

of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional. 

 

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees 

of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment 

about their individual circumstances to act accordingly. 

 

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting 

or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent 

professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance fields. 

 

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading. 
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Foreword 

Everybody could use some surplus money, especially in hard times. Maybe 

the bills were a bit more than you'd anticipated this month or perhaps you're 

attempting to raise some starter cash for your own online startup or business 

or perhaps you just need to figure out how to ramp up your existing business. 

Freelancers are a forward-looking lot. All the same, almost every day I get 

questions from those who find it difficult to make a sustainable living. I 

ascribe most of this to some people’s inability to think differently. 

There are a lot of ways to make income as a freelance person that I keep a 

file of thoughts. While I seldom find myself without a project on my desk, 

when work gets scarce, I go through this file to perk up the brain cells. Today 

I’ll share the ideas with you.   
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